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Family of inferential techniques used to explain customer 
actions by identifying and quantifying predictors

Driver Modeling Defined

What drives use/affinity for a 
single brand?
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What drives use/affinity for 
one brand over another?



Rationale and Assumptions

Customers are not always self-aware or fully candid 

Statistical relationships between predictors and 
outcome measure(s) can offer critical insights not 
otherwise available

The relationships between predictors and outcomes 
are causal

Despite noise, inferences from modeling may be 
more trustworthy than what people tell us
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Product Performance Ratings
Manufacturers & Sales Rep Ratings
MD ‘Demos’

• Rx data
• Self-reported Rx 
• Brand Affinity Metric

Elements of a Driver Model
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Sample Inputs

Sample Outcomes

Predictive Model



Stepwise
Regression

Univariate
Correlation

Choosing a Method:  The Basics

PROS CONS
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No integration

No equation

Does not address 
intercorrelations

Requires less data

Easily interpreted

Provides formal model 
to estimate impact of 
change in predictors

Handles multiple 
variables in one model 

Requires more sample

Automated eliminates 
of correlated variables



More Advanced Options
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PROS CONS

Structural 
Equation

Random 
Forest

Shapley 
Regression

Reduces model bias

Reduces model bias

Complex “mother of all models”

Handles multi-collinearity

More labor intensive

Provides equation to estimate 
impact of changing predictors

Very data and labor-intensive

More labor intensive

Finds non-linear relationships
Can’t estimate impact of 
changes in predictors

Only for continuous outcomes

iROI rarely justified 

Handles multi-collinearity

Handles multi-collinearity



So, You’ve Got Data 
and Statistics at 
Your Disposal…
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…What Could 
Possibly Go Wrong?



Small Sample Size
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Many MD survey datasets are not large enough to 
model all the attributes, resulting in overfit models

Rule of thumb: sample size > 10x 
number of predictor variables 

If n = 50, maximum number of input 
variables for reliable model is 5

Consider using univariate 
correlations and marketing 
judgement to eliminate variables



Attributes are frequently correlated 
with each other – particularly when 
specific types of efficacy, safety, or 
tolerability attributes are proliferated

Multi-collinearity
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Consider relying on more 
advanced methods (e.g., Random 
Forest and Shapley Regression)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A second potential threat to successful driver modeling is multi-collinearity, or correlations between attributes.  Surveys frequently ask MDs to rate products on a variety of dimensions, and so it is hardly surprising that ratings on some of those attributes are correlated – particularly when the dimensions are likely to be related (e.g., efficacy as 1st line therapy and efficacy as 2nd line therapy, or incidence of nausea and incidence of vomiting).  Correlated attributes do not add information that the model can use to predict the outcome, which makes it necessary to decide which of the attributes should be retained. The best way to address multi-collinearity in a systematic fashion is to turn to other advanced methods such as Random Forests and Shapley Regression, which are designed to address the issue without eliminating any attributes.



Caution: Lack of predictive power 
does not = irrelevance
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Insufficient Variability on Attributes

Infrequent usage opportunities 
limit inherent variability of what 
you aim to predict

Consider ratings as outcome

Strong consensus about product 
performance on an attribute 
limits its ability to predict

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A third potential data challenge concerns lack of variability.  If all MDs give a product the same share, then by definition it is impossible for any variable to predict share.  Although it would be highly unusually for all respondents to provide identical share estimates, it is not uncommon to have limited variability, which can occur in two situations: (a) when there are only a few products in a market; and (b) when physicians see few patients with a condition (e.g., orphan diseases). In either of those cases, using brand affinity ratings sometimes increases the variability in the outcome sufficiently to allow prediction.A second, more common type of variability issue arises when there is insufficient variability in ratings of an attribute to allow it to predict the outcome.  There is no solution – statistical or otherwise –  to overcome the lack of variability in data.  Instead, it is necessary to rely on appropriate interpretation of results to avoid confusing predictive power with relevance.   Just because an attribute does not predict an outcome does not mean that it is irrelevant to a brand.  Indeed, an attribute that does not predict an outcome could be incredibly relevant to the success of brand, as we will see momentarily.
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Face Validity and Contradictions

Results that contradict 
stated importance 
subject to question

Consider how data have 
been presented, role of 
statistical significance, 
and whether a broader 
view might help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Driver analysis can, therefore, create an interesting predicament – it is conducted to uncover latent drivers that respondents cannot or will not tell us about, yet when they contradict analyses of stated importance, results might be questioned on the grounds that they lack Face Validity.   Imagine, for example, that a brand receives consistently high efficacy ratings, but (as in the previous discussion) those ratings are too similar to allow efficacy to be identified as a predictor of brand share.  Efficacy could still be the cornerstone of the brand’s persona because it outperforms other brands on that dimension, which leads people to wonder how it could not be identified as a driver of brand share.  In instances of apparent contradiction, in addition to ensuring there is sufficient variability, it may be fruitful to pay close attention to how the data have been presented (which can distort findings) and how much credence was given to statistical significance.  Alternatively, it be appropriate to consider a wider view that takes account of other products.



Market Coherence: Value of Integrated Model
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Drug A
Efficacy Rating 6.2

Drug B
5.5

Market Share 45% 32%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I just mentioned an example in which there is surprise that efficacy does not predict prescribing.  Here is concrete example.In this example, Drug A performs better than Drug B on Efficacy (6.2 vs. 5.5 on a 7-point scale) and has more market share (45% vs. 32%).  Although it might be tempting to conclude that perceptions of efficacy are a driver of market share for Drug A, the driver analysis indicates that it is not.  



Market Coherence: Value of Integrated Model
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Drug A
Efficacy Rating 6.2

Drug B
5.5

Market Share 45% 32%
Correlation .06 .81

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The correlation between efficacy and market share for Drug A is a paltry .06.  By contrast, Drug B performs less well on efficacy and has less market share, but has a highly significant correlation of 0.81, indicating that perceptions of efficacy are driving share.  This example demonstrates that driver analysis addresses the magnitude of the relationship between individual variables and the outcome variable (in this case, market share), not how well a product performs on an attribute or how important that attribute is to product selection generally.  



Market Coherence: Value of Integrated Model
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Drug A
Efficacy Rating 6.2

Drug B
5.5

Market Share 45% 32%
Correlation .06 .81

A - B
0.7
13%
.52

Caveat: Difference measures can limit variability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To address relative importance, driver models can be conducted on the DIFFERENCES between the products, which, in this instance, revealed a healthy correlation, demonstrating that efficacy is driving the difference between the products.As a result, even though efficacy does not drive market share of Drug A, it is clearly a driver of the decision to prescribe Drug A instead of Drug B.In this instance, the difference metric proved to be useful, but it is important to note that will not always be the case.  In many instances, similarity in ratings across products results in limited variability when differences are calculated.
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Feature Engineering

Contrasting

Combining

Transforming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Calculating differences between products is an example of the more general concept of feature engineering, which is just a fancy name for creating variables that may help overcome challenges associated with creating driver models.  The variables that are created do not, however, need to contrast two products.  Variables can easily be created for a single product to provide additional insight.  The 3 most common ways to create variables are:Contrasting attributes, in which ratings on two attributes are subtracted from one another.  For example: Efficacy – SafetyCombining attributes, in which ratings on two attributes are added together. For example:  Efficacy + SafetyTransforming quantitative variables (e.g., patient volume) using log transformations that are more likely to fit models and eliminate the effects of outliers.



Criteria
Correlation/
Univariate 
Regression

Step-Wise
Regression

Random 
Forests

Shapley
Regressions

Provides a formal model No Yes No Yes

Ranks all attributes Yes No Yes Yes

Handles multi-collinearity No Partially Yes Yes

Provides statistical significance Yes Yes No No

Identifies non-linear relationships No No Yes No

Handles binary outcomes Yes Yes Yes No

Minimizes model bias No No Yes No

Provides a formal model

Ranks all attributes

Handles multi-collinearity

Provides statistical significance

Identifies non-linear relationships

Handles binary outcomes

Minimizes model overfit

Methods in Sum
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout this talk, I have referenced four methods that can be used to create a driver analysis, and to summarize, they are displayed in the columns across the top of this down.  The rows provide criteria on which those methods can be evaluated.   This table obviously contains a lot of information that you can digest at your leisure, but the main takeaway is that there no column has check marks in every row.  In other words, there is no perfect method for creating driver models. I’ll leave you to review the rest of the table at your leisure and move on to some final tips and reminders.



You need someone at the wheel

Start by being inclusive and creative

Feature-engineer to strengthen model

Rules for Safe Driving
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Be prepared for iteration

Prune empirically to improve predictions and give 
access to broader range of analytic tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First and foremost, it is important think broadly and creatively about what might be driving performance.  Although including a lot of variables increases in the risk of an overfit model, as long as you are aware of that risk, can mitigate it.Part of that breadth is likely to include new variables that you create via feature engineering.Accept the fact that the first driver model that you create (or see) is unlikely to be the one that is ultimately delivered; it is usually necessary to tweak or iterate in some fashionThat iteration process is likely to include pruning attributes – sadly, sometimes the ones that you took great pride in creating.   Driver modeling can be funny that way, but when the insights it can yield make it worthwhile.Finally, some things can’t yet be fully automated, and driver modeling is one of them; it requires a driver to interpret results for a given market context.  I hope that this talk has provided you with the tools to be that driver, and your driver model doesn’t end like this!
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You Still Need Someone at the Wheel
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Michael Polster, Ph.D.
Senior Vice President  
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